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Jaipur. Dated:
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ORDER
In pursuance to order No.JPD/CEO,'!'EN(C-D/F.4(346)/Pt.II/D.1823 dated
24.9.01 (JPR-51417) issued by the Chief Engineer(Commercial) JPD, Jaipur,
following changes are hereby made in the tariff codes & the letter codes
prescribed earlier by this office:-

(D

Applicability oftariffto Goshalas cormections has now been prescribed
under domestic service (schedule DS,{-T-I) & such connection are to be
billed at half the rate of energ,' charges and full fix chargeS dpplicable for
other consume$ under this tariff schedule. For billing to such consumers
accordingly, new tariff codes are hereby prescribed as under:Goshalas

a
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LT-LT
HT-LT
HT.HT

1600
1610
1611

For correct billing of Goshalas connections, existing tariff codes
2500&252012510D511 will be tr"ansfened to the tariff code.
1600/t610 6l1 respectively, by rhe billing agencies at their own level.

(ii)

Provisions relating to minimum billing have now beeo deleted in all the
categories except agriculture, hence concession of minimum billing
permissible under letter codes U, V & W would be no more in existence
and stands deleted. The billing agencies would also delete these letter
codes at their own level.
The order shall applicable from the billing month Nov.,2007.
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(K. f, Gupta )
Sr. Accounts Officer (H,Q.)
to the following for infomation and necessary action :The Chief Engineer, (RP/Commercial), JPD, Jaipur.
The Zonal ChielEngineer. (JZ). JPD. Jaipur.
The ChiefAccounts Officer, Jaipur Discom, Jaipur.
The Superintending Engineer (JCC/JPDC,PLAN/O&M)-JaipuI Discom,
The Executive Engineer (MIS/O&M ),Jaipur Discom,
'with 4 spare copies for AEN's.
The Sr. Accirunts Officer/Accounts officer (
), JPD,
M/s. Aditi Computers, 44, Suraj Nagar (East), Civil Lines, Jaipur.
M/s. Soft Tech Computers, 8-A,Near Gumanpua Thana, Kota.
M/S. Data Infosys Ltd., Inside Jaipur Glass Factory, Tonk Road, Jaipur.
M/s. BCITS, MZ-2, Alankar Tower, Kabir Marg, Bani Park, Jaipur.
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Sr. Accodfi6Officer (H.Q.)
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